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To the Clergy, Secular and Regular, and all the

Faithful of the Diocese, Health and Benediction

in the Lord.

Render therefore to Caesar the things that are

CLesar's, and to God the things that are God's."—
Luke xx. 25.

Dearly Beloved,

The precept contained in these words of our Divine

Lord has been familiar to you from your childhood.

You have been taught how at your birth you became

members of a worldly kingdom, entitled as such to

all the rights and privileges of free men, but subject

to the laws, and owing allegiance to the sovereign, of

the land of your birth

When you were born again in the Sacrament of

Baptism, you were enrolled citizens of the heavenly



Jerusalem, thereby acquiring rights and privileges

far superior to any that earthly kingdoms can bestow

:

you became subject to tjie laws of the Church of

Christ ; and henceforth owed allegiance to the

Vicar of Christ upon earth, the Pope.

But, as your Baptism deprived you of none of those

rights and privileges which you had acquired by your

birth, so neither did it free you from the duty of obeying

the laws of your country, nor was the allegiance due to

your temporal sovereign in any way relaxed ; on the

contrary, the sanction of religion was now added to

the natural sanction, and you were taught to obey

civil laws, and to be loyal to your temporal sovereign,

not only from fear, but also for conscience sake. You

were henceforth both Englishmen and Catholics

:

in civil matters you recognize the Queen as your

sovereign, in all spiritual matters you obey not any

temporal authority, but the Vicar of Jesus Christ
;

and as the temporal allegiance due to the Queen is

perfectly distinct in its nature from the spiritual

allegiance which is due to the Pope, so to the one and

to the other you owe a full and perfect allegiance.

You know how the Catholics of this country and

of Ireland who, steadfastly adhering to this docttine,

refused to recognize the authority of the temporal

power in things spiritual, were for many long years

persecuted and deprived of the rights and privileges

due to them by their birth as British subjects.



In the year 1829 this grievance was in great mea-

sure redressed by the Act of Catholic Emancipation

:

subsequent enactments have removed all remaining

disabilities, and our Protestant fellow-countrymen

have acknowledged that it is possible for Catholics and

Protestants to live in harmony as loyal subjects of

the same temporal sovereign, and that Catholics

may be faithful to the Pope without failing in their

allegiance to their Queen. But within the last few

weeks this harmony has been rudely threatened,

and Mr. Gladstone, in whom Catholics not only

recognize a great statesman, but one to whom they

owe gratitude for his exertions in removing many past

grievances, and who is the head of a great party mainly

instrumental in obtaining Catholic Emancipation, has

proclaimed that, since the publishing of the decrees

of the Vatican Council it is no longer possible for

English Catholics to pay to their temporal sovereign

a full and undivided allegiance.

This is a matter of such grave importance to you

as Englishmen and as Catholics, that we consider

it our duty to address you specially upon it, not so

much with the view of urging you to the fufilment

of a duty which you already faithfully practice,

as of instructing you how to give an account of the

faith which is in you, and how to rebut the charge

now brought against you.
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Mr. Gladstone, in challenging an answer, points out

what sort of reply to his accusation would not be

deemed satisfactory, as well as what would. " What

is not wanted/' he says, " is vague and general

assertion of whatever kind and however sincere."

Now before we proceed further, we must protest

against this assumption, that our Protestant fellow-

countrymen have any right not to be satisfied with a

general assertion of our loyalty. Protestant contro-

versialists may essay to draw infidel or revolutionary

consequences from Catholic doctrine, and may

challenge Catholic divines to show that they are

wrong. But in our proceedings with our fellow-

countrymen we have a right to be judged by our

actions.

Nearly half a century has elapsed since the passing

of Catholic [{mancipation. During that period

Catholic peers and Catholic members have sat in Par-

liament ; Catholic judges and Catholic magistrates

have administered justice on the bench ; Catholic

barristers have pleaded at the bar ; Catholic soldiers

have fought in the army ; Catholics have served their

country in every office of trust. Turing the whole

of that period the public voice of the country has

proclaimed that Catholics have proved themselves to

be loyal. Nobody then has a right to put Catholics

on their trial, and say that they shall be considered

guilty of a want of loyalty unless they can prove



themselves innocent of the charge. Our conduct is

hefore the world. We say we are loyal, and we claim

it as a right to be taken at our word.

Having entered this protest, we shall proceed to

examine what it is that Mr. Gladstone says is wanted

of Catholics. What is wanted, he says, is either a

demonstration, that not even by any powers asserted

for the Pope by the Vatican Council, can he claim

any right to impair the integrity of their allegiance,

or else a declaration, that if any such claim is made

it will be rejected, even if resting on definitions of

the Council. We ask, what are the decrees of the

Vatican Council which he deems fatal to our

allegiance, and he points out two :

—

1st. The decree which states that obedience is due

to the Pope in all things which belong to faith and

morals and the discipline of the Church.

2ndly. The decree which states that when the Pope,

speaking ex cathedra, by right of his supreme

Apostolic authority, defines that any doctrine

appertaining to faith or morals must be held by

the universal Church, such definition is infallibly true.

Morals, says Mr. Gladstone, include every human

action, whether belonging to the temporal or spiritual

jurisdiction, and the Pope claims power over all. " I

care not," he exclaims, " if there be dregs or tatters

of human life such as can escape from the description

and boundary of morals. I submit that Duty is a power



which rises with us in the morning and goes to rest

with us at night. It is co-extensive with the action of

our intelligence. It is the shadow which cleaves to us

go where we will, and which only leaves us when we

leave the light of life. So then, it is the supreme

direction of us, in respect to all Duty, which the

Pontiff declares to belong to him, sacro approbante

concilio : and this declaration he makes, not as an

otiose opinion of the schools, but cunctis fidelibus

credendam et tenendam."

To these words of Mr. Gladsone we give our most

cordial assent ; but we utterly deny the conclusion

which he draws to the detriment of our allegiance.

The region of morals is fullv as vast as he describes

it, but it is not a terra i?icognita
9
a land without

roads, or landmarks, or fixed boundaries of any kind.

On the contrary, no department of human research

has been more thoroughly explored, mapped out, and

circumscribed in every direction ; all through it roads

have been traced, and boundaries marked, which it is

beyond the power of Pontiff or Caesar to remove. The

Vatican Council has not abolished the decalogue. The

Pope cannot change moral precepts, or reverse articles

of faith already defined. Every human action comes

within the sphere of morality, but the morality of by

far the greater number of our actions has been long

since fixed and determined ; and the supreme power

of direction, which the Pope claims in respect of them,



is that preaching to all men the duty of duly

performing them.

Again, all human actions are moral actions, but it

by no means follows from that that they belong to the

sphere of the spiritual power. It is a moral action

to pay taxes, to buy and to sell, to plead at the bar,

to try criminals, just as much as it is a moral action

to administer the sacraments and preach the Gospel.

Yet whilst these latter belong to the spiritual power,

the former belong to the temporal power, and the

supreme direction of the Pope regarding them shows

itself in preaching to all men to be honest and just in

the performance of such actions ; to " admonish them

to be subject to princes and powers, to obey at a word)

to be ready to every good work" (Titus, iii. 1.) but

the Pope has no more power to assess our taxes, regu-

late our trade, or interfere with the administration of

our law courts than he has to sit and deliver judgment

in the Court of Queen's Bench,

The limits of the temporal and spiritual jurisdiction

are in the main definite and understood. Men go on

from day to day and year to year rendering unto

Caesar the things that are of Caesar, and to God
the things that are of God, without any hesitation or

doubt as to what belongs to each ; and of the conflicts

which have occurred between Church and State, the

greater number have arisen not from any uncertainty

as to whether the point contended for was of a spiritual
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or temporal nature, but from the unjust violation of

the well-known territory of one party by the other.

When Catholics were required to conform to the

Established form of worship and abjure the spiritual

supremacy of the Pope, there could be no doubt that

the temporal power was exceeding its own limits, and

that Caesar was coveting the things of God. In all

matters which belong to the spiritual domain we obey

the Pope, in all matters which belong to the temporal

domain we obey the Queen.

When we say that the supreme direction of all that

regards morals belongs to the Pope, we no more assert

that he has the power to make wrong right and right

wrong, or that he may ignore or transgress bound-

aries already fixed between the temporal and the

spiritual powers and so interfere with our allegiance,

than we mean to assert that our lives and liberties lie

at the mercy of the sovereign, when we say that she

reigns supreme over this realm. This is a question

which touches the Authority of the Pope, not his

Magisterium. Infallibility regards the latter not the

former, and to say that the Pope is Infallible is not to

say he is Impeccable. It does not follow that because

the Pope has supreme power no Pope has ever abused

it. But, as regards the cases in which it is alleged

that Popes have done so, the truth or falsehood of the

charge must stand or fall with the evidence adduced

in each case. If a Pope were so to abuse his power as
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to seek to interfere in that which undoubtedly belongs

to the civil authority, Catholics would resist him.

An illustration of what we have said may be drawn

from the oath of allegiance required of Catholics by

the Emancipation Act, and taken by them down to

the day when all religious tests were abolished. In it

they declared their belief that the Pope had no power

to depose the sovereign and free them from their alle-

giance. What Catholics swore then they profess with

equal readiness now. The morality of this action is

fixed and determined, and may be clearly demon-

strated. Allegiance, as the name itself implies, is the

tie which binds the subject to his sovereign. It con-

sequently differs in nature and extent under different

forms of government. England is a Constitutional

monarchy, and the allegiance of Englishmen is co-

extensive with the terms of the Coronation Oath.

The Queen swears to govern according to the Con-

stitution, and her subjects are bound to her so long as

she continues to do so. It is a solemn bilateral con-

tract between the sovereign and her subjects. Now

—

1st, the Pope cannot deny the general proposition

that subjects owe allegiance to their sovereign ; that is

a moral principle established beyond doubt. Nor,

2ndly, can he deny that Queen Victoria is the law-

ful sovereign of this realm, and that English Catholics

are her subjects. This is a matter which belongs to

the temporal domain ; the Pope acknowledges it, and
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every Catholic Bishop in England, in the oath he takes

at his consecration, acknowledges not only spiritual

obedience to the Pope, but also that his civil allegiance

is due to the Queen. And,

3rdly, the Pope cannot release one party from the

obligation of complying with the terms of a solemn

and lawful contract without the consent of the other.

It follows that the Pope has no power to free English

Catholics from their allegiance.

When the whole Christian world reverenced in the

Pope the supreme judge of the Christian common-

wealth, the Pope passed judgment on the question

whether the sovereign had complied with the terms of

the tenure on which he held his crown, and conse-

quently whether he had forfeited his claim to the alle-

giance of his subjects. In so doing he no more inter-

fered with the rights of the temporal power of sove-

reigns than the Geneva arbitrators, by giving their

award, interfered with the independence of England

and the United States.

To aid in the defence of Queen and country against

all comers is part of the temporal allegiance due

from Englishmen by their birth. So is it part of the

civil duties owed by soldiers to obey the commands of

their officers without questioning the nature of the

service on which they are employed. The Pope has

no power to absolve them from their temporal alle-

giance, nor to oppose in any way the performance of
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civil duties which are due to the Queen. In the words

of Dr. Doyle, quoted by Mr. Gladstone, "the allegiance

due to the King and the allegiance due to the Pope

are as distinct and as divided in their nature as two

things can possibly be."

Nevertheless beyond these and such like cases which

are firmly established there still remain some open

questions, and occasions may arise when on a demand

being made of a Subject by the civil authority, that

Subject (whether Catholic or Protestant) must ask

himself this question, " Is this a thing which belongs

to Caesar or a thing which belongs to God" ? If I

obey shall I be transgressing the precept that we

must obey God rather than man ?

Neither Catholic nor Protestant leaves the decision

of this doubt to the State. Catholics say the ultimate

decision rests with the Pope. A dogmatical definition

need not be issued, though perhaps at times even this

may be done, and we shall presently consider whether

the fact of such a definition resting with the Pope

speaking ex cathedra instead of with the Pope in

Council, in any way affects the allegiance of Catholics.

All that it is necessary, for our present argument, to

state is, that Catholics maintain, and always have

maintained, that the ultimate decision in such doubt-

ful cases rests with the Pope, whereas Protestants

claim the right of removing the doubt by private

judgment. The difference is fundamental ; but the
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question we have to decide is not whether Catholics

are right and Protestants wrong, but rather whether

it is possible for Catholics and Protestants, holding

such opposite views, to live together as loyal subjects

of the British Crown.

Protestants may ask Catholics, " What security

have we that that authority which you believe to be

from God, but which we do not, may not some day

solve the doubt (should it arise) in a sense incom-

patible with your allegiance ?" Catholics, on the

other hand, may in their turn inquire of Protestants,

" What security have we that that private judgment

which you trust in, but which we believe leads you

into error on many points, may not lead you into error

in this instance also, and so bring you to persecute us

for refusing to give to Caesar what belongs to God ?"

Protestants, we presume, would reply somewhat in

these terms :
—"We have given you all the security

we can give—we have granted you Emancipation, we

have recognised your right to the free exercise of

your religion, and we have pledged ourselves to pre-

serve to you these rights so long as you stand by the

assurances of loyalty you have given, Our conduct

towards you during the period which has elapsed

since the passing of the Emancipation Act, the well-

known moderation of English statesmen, and the good

sense of your English fellow-countrymen are a

guarantee that we shall continue to act towards you
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in the same way for the future." Such is the security

which Protestants tender to Catholics.

And now, on the other hand, what security can

Catholics offer to Protestants ? Catholics say :

—

" We pledged ourselves at the time of the passing of

Catholic Emancipation to acknowledge the then King

and his successors as our legitimate sovereign, to the

exclusion of all other claimants ; and we promised to

pay him perfect and undivided allegiance. We
declared our belief that neither the Pope nor any

other ecclesiastical person has the right to interfere

with the civil government of the State, nor to oppose

in any manner the performance of civil duties which

are due to the King ; and we declared that the Pope

has no power to depose the King, or free us from our

allegiance. What we held then we hold now. We
have paid due allegiance ever since Emancipation

;

and during that time the Pope has never given any

decision calculated to impair our allegiance. This is

your guarantee that we shall act in the same way for

the future."

Further guarantee than this it is not in the power

of Catholics to give, for Protestants do not believe, as

Catholics do, that the authority of the Pope is from

God, and that therefore his decision may be better

trusted than that of private judgment. If, therefore,

Protestants refuse the security we offer, which is the

same as they offer us, and which is the only one we
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can offer short of turning Protestants, there is but one

course open to them—persecution.

It remains to be seen whether the allegiance of

Catholics has been imperilled by the decree on Papal

Infallibility. Mr. Gladstone lays stress on the fact

that, prior to the granting of Emancipation, the

Catholic Bishops declared " on oath their belief

that it is not an article of the Catholic faith,

neither are they thereby required to believe that

the Pope is infallible." It is true, they did so, and,

at that time, lawfully did so ; but no such declaration

was inserted in the oath required to be taken of

Catholics ; and that, for the obvious reason that such

a declaration was no security at all for their allegiance.

For, 1st—Though the bishops could then declare,

and did declare, that they were not required to believe

that the Pope is infallible, yet they could not, and did

not, deny that even then many Catholics did hold, and

all Catholics might hold, that the Pope is infallible when

speaking ex cathedra; and ifsuch beliefbe incompatible

with due allegiance to the sovereign, it was no security

against a divided allegiance for Protestants to be told

that Catholics were not obliged to hold it, when at the

same time it was certaim that a large number of them

did and all might do so. Accordingly it was not

required of Catholics to swear that they did not

believe that the Pope was infallible, but only to swear
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that the Pope could not release them from their

allegiance. Hence, no guarantee given by Catholics

at the time of the passing of the Emancipation Act

has been removed.

2ndly»—If the allegiance of an English Catholic is

a divided allegiance at all, it must be so for the reason

that his allegiance is paid to an authority distinct from

the English Crown, whatever that authority may be.

It matters not whether such authority resides in priest

or layman, Christian prelate or Mahometan caliph,

General Council, or infallible Pope. The allegiance

is either divided in each case, or in none. And, there-

fore, as Catholics are admitted to have been loyal so

long as they acknowledged the authority of the Pope

when defining in Council, they cannot be charged

with a divided allegiance for admitting the infallibilty

of the Pope defining ex cathedra.

3rdly.—It has been argued (though not by Mr.

Gladstone) that "as long as infallibility was invested

in the teaching body of the Church united to the Pope,

it was comparatively harmless, for it could scarcely

be exercised at all. But now that it is concentrated

in the breast of a single man, it is a thunderbolt

which may be launched at any time. Allegiance to a

Church dispersed was simply a theoretical incon-

sistency with English loyalty."

Now this argument, if it proved anything, would

prove too much. It would prove, that prior to 1870,
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Catholics really paid a divided allegiance, only they

had not the power of showing their disloyalty, whereas

it has been admitted that up to that date Catholics

were quite capable of rendering an undivided alle-

giance, and did so, in fact. But the truth is that the

argument has no force whatever, as far as the loyalty

of English Catholics is concerned. Whenever a

question has arisen concerning which the Catholics of

England or Ireland required the decision of the

spiritual power, neither General Councils nor Defini-

tions ex cathedra have had anything to do with the

matter ; application has always been made direct to

the Pope, who has sent his answer through the

Propaganda, and nothing more has been requisite.

Does anybody suppose, for instance, that in order

to settle the question about the lawfulness of Catholics

attending the Queen's Colleges in Ireland, it was ever

thought necessary either to convoke a General

Council, or to elicit a dogmatic definition ex cathedra ?

The notion is simply futile. The Bishops applied to

the Pope through the Propaganda, and received back

the Pope's answer through the same organ. That was

the process observed in all similar cases prior to the

decree of the Vatican Council about Infallibility, and

the same procedure down to the minutest detail is

observed to this day. It is easy to refer a matter to

Rome now, but it was equally easy then. The deci-

sion was obeyed then as noiv, neither more nor loss
;
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and, as the process was held to be compatible with

loyalty then, so it must be held to be compatible

now.

Therefore, the argument founded on the greater

facilities supposed to be afforded by the Vatican

decree for Catholics to violate their allegiance, is

wholly visionary.

Since, therefore, neither the decree about the

obedience due to the Pope, nor the decree about

Papal Infallibility, or any other decree of the Vatican

Council, empowers the Pope to interfere with the civil

allegiance of Catholics more than before those decrees

were enacted, and since, before their enactment, the

Pope had no right, in any way, to interfere in the

civil government of England, nor to oppose in any

manner the performance of the civil duties which

Catholics owe to the king, or otherwise to impair the

integrity of their allegiance ; so neither has he any

such right now. And as it is acknowledged that

English Catholics were then able to pay perfect and

undivided allegiance to their temporal sovereign, so

must it be acknowledged that they are equally capable

of doing so at the present time.

Mr. Gladstone has thought proper, by way of testing

the loyalty of Catholics, to inquire what may be their

mental attitude towards the question of the Temporal

Power of the Pope, in the supposition that the duties

of England, as one of the guardians of the peace of
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Europe, led it to take measures hostile to that-

temporal power.

We know nothing of the secret conspiracies hinted

at by Mr. Gladstone, nor have we any idea what

measures might be framed by any English Minister

to guard the peace of Europe against them, neither

are we in any way authorised by English Catholics to

speak in their name and say what would be their

mental attitude under these hypothetical circumstance.

But this much we say (and it is all that need be said,

as far as the question of Catholic loyalty is concerned),

that the English Catholics, without any imputation

to their loyalty, are as free to oppose, by every consti-

tutional means in their power, any measure brought

forward by ministers in a sense hostile to the Temporal

Power of the Pope, as they are to oppose any other

measure of domestic or foreign policy, of which they

disapprove ; and that as for unconstitutional mea-

sures, it would neither be asked of them to have

recourse to them, nor would they do so.

We have, dearly beloved, detained you at great

length ; we therefore briefly conclude by praying that

the Prince of Peace, whose advent we are preparing

to celebrate, may avert the ill feeling, which accusa-

tions of this kind are but too apt to generate amongst

those who have hitherto lived peaceably together

as fellow countrymen, that He may promote peace

and goodwill amongst all, and keep you ever faithful
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to that doctrine preached alike by jSt. Peter, and by

his successor, Pius ix.,
—" Honour all men : love the

brotherhood : fear God : honour the King."

—

1 Peter, ii. 17.

The blessing of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you

all.

—

Amen.

Given at Clifton, on Wednesday, the 25th day of

November, 1874.

-|- WILLIAM CLIFFORD,

Bishop of Clifton.
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